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After moving to Spoleto in the late 1970s, LeWitt embraced gouache as a  
medium. He found great inspiration in the frescoes of early Florentine  
painters, especially Giotto, and incorporated their vivid colors into his abstract  
compositions on paper. Although the gouache works have a looser, less 
rigid quality than LeWitt’s earlier works, they rely on a strict vocabu-
lary of colors and shapes, which LeWitt explored in various combinations. 
 
As a virtual addition to our show, we are excited to share several exceptional R 
Series works. R30 (1972) is one of the earliest and most important pieces from 
this body of work. This is the first time it has been assembled and exhibited.
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"I strive to create something I would 
not be ashamed to show Giotto."

Sol LeWitt



Untitled, 1987
gouache on paper

22 3/8 x 22 3/8 inches
(57 x 57 cm)

SL122

SOL LEWITT



Symmetrical Pyramid, 1985
gouache on paper

7 x 11 inches
(17.8 x 27.9 cm)

SL107

SOL LEWITT



Asymmetrical Pyramid, 1986
gouache on paper

10 x 14 inches
(25.4 x 35.6 cm)

SL110

SOL LEWITT



Form Derived from a Cube (Sloppy), 1981
gouache on paper

10 1/2 x 10 1/2 inches
(26.7 x 26.7 cm)

SL109

SOL LEWITT



The form depicted in Form Derived from a Cube (Sloppy) is similar to one that 
LeWitt would use two years later in Wall Drawing #401, and both works 
demonstrate LeWitt’s signature usage of washes of red, blue, yellow, and 
grey. The diagram for the Wall Drawing also includes faint lines delineating a 
cube, similar to the lines in Form Derived from a Cube (Sloppy). 

Wall Drawing #401 at Suzan Courtney and George Hritz residence, New York.
First drawn in 1983. Private collection.



Squiggly Brushstrokes, 1997
gouache on paper

22 1/2 x 29 3/4 inches
(57.1 x 75.6 cm)

SL125

SOL LEWITT



Wavy Gray Bands on Yellow, 1999
gouache on paper

11 1/4 x 11 1/4 inches 
(28.5 x 28.5 cm)

SL123

SOL LEWITT





Color Brushstrokes, 1994
gouache on paper 

30 x 22 inches
(76.2 x 55.9 cm)

SL048

SOL LEWITT



Irregular Form (triptych), 1997
gouache on paper in three parts

29 3/4 x 67 1/2 inches
(75.6 x 171.5 cm)

SL131 
 

Sold

SOL LEWITT



Wall Drawing #901, currently on long-term loan at Mass MoCA
First drawn at the Institute of Contemporary Art, Philadelphia in 1999

“To be truly objective one cannot rule anything 
out.  All possibilities include all possibilities without 
pre-judgement or post-judgement.”

Sol LeWitt

Like many major artists, including Matisse, de Kooning, Picasso, and Léger, LeWitt  
created an ethereal and surprising body of late work, including his Irregular Forms. The 
“blob” form, to some art historians, relates directly to Matisse’s late cutouts, and also to  
science fiction or comic books in popular culture. The edges of LeWitt’s “blobs” are also  
reminiscent of the irregular edges of some of his earliest R Series works. Although these 
organic shapes may appear uncharacteristic of LeWitt, they are a continuation of LeWitt’s 
lifelong pursuit of form. LeWitt once explained:

The use of red, yellow, and blue also persisted throughout LeWitt’s entire career. By  
establishing his own visual logic from simple elements—primary colors and triangles,  
circles, and squares —LeWitt explored endless variations of color and form. Irregular Form 
(triptych) also relates to several of the Wall Drawings LeWitt completed in the late 1990s, 
which feature organic shapes contrasted with bold bands of color, such as Wall Drawing 
#901 (1999), currently on long-term loan at Mass MoCA. 





R743, 1977
silver gelatin photograph with cut

16 x 16 inches 
(40.6 x 40.6 cm)

SL129

SOL LEWITT





A Piece of Manhatten [sic] for Susanna, 1979
silver gelatin photograph

16 x 18 inches
(40.6 x 45.7 cm)

SL128

SOL LEWITT



 Form Derived From a Cube, 1991
gouache on paper

10 x 7 inches
(25.4 x 17.8 cm) 

SL108

SOL LEWITT



Horizontal Strokes Multicolored, 1999
gouache on paper

11 1/4 x 7 1/2 inches
(28.5 x 19 cm)

SL124

SOL LEWITT



Horizontal Brushstrokes, 1994
gouache on paper 

24 x 16 inches
(60.9 x 40.6 cm)

SL091

SOL LEWITT





R30, 1972
white paper

26 3/8 x 41 3/8 inches
(67 x 105 cm)

Consists of 38 individual pieces, originally  
housed in a Dwan Gallery enveloped labeled ‘R30’

Sold

SOL LEWITT



R409, 1975
torn paper

16 3/4 x 16 5/8 inches
(42.6 x 42.2 cm)

SOL LEWITT



Signed, bottom right: ‘R409 Sol LeWitt / for Germano / Genoa 1975’

R409 was previously in collection of Germano Celant (pictured below), the 
noted art historian, critic, and curator. Celant coined the term “Arte Povera.” 
Celant wrote hundreds of books, essays, and articles over the course of his 
career, establishing him as a leading voice in contemporary art. Celant served 
as the Artistic Director of the Prada Foundation from 1995 to 2014, and then 
as its Scientific Superintendent until his death in 2020.



R78, 1972
ripped white paper

23 1/2 x 23 1/2 inches 
(60 x 60 cm) 

SL104

SOL LEWITT



“The motion of cutting, tearing, and  
folding, in LeWitt’s work, serves as 
an operational technique, a dynamic  
process of putting thought into practice 
through a single, rapid act.”

Daniel Creahan



Fold Drawing, 1972
folded paper

24 1/2 x 24 1/2 inches (62.2 x 62.2 cm)

SOL LEWITT



As LeWitt’s reputation and career grew in the late 1960s, he decided to  
create a series of works whose versos were inscribed “Not to be sold for more 
than $100.” He intended for these works to be an accessible counterpoint to 
his structures and Wall Drawings, which were already selling for thousands of  
dollars. Known collectively as the R Series, these works consist of simple acts 
of “drawing” on a sheet of paper.

In his early Wall Drawings, LeWitt amplified basic shapes, lines, and primary  
colors. The R Series echoes this impulse, taking basic ways of manipulating  
paper and making them the sole focus of each piece.

Folded Drawing and R78 are both dated October 6, 1972 and were executed in 
Bern, Switzerland on the day of the opening of his first major museum exhibition 
at the Kunsthalle Bern. They are emblematic of two of the primary modes of  
creation in LeWitt’s R Series: folding and ripping. 



Fold Drawing, 1973
torn and folded wove paper

11 x 19 1/2 inches (28 x 49.5 cm)

SOL LEWITT



The R Series has been the subject of a recent wave of critical interest, including 
two publications in 2020. 

Sol LeWitt: Not to Be Sold For More Than $100, by Veronica Roberts, was  
published in June 2020 by Radius Books. It includes a forward by the pioneering 
conceptual art dealer Virgina Dwan, an introduction by Jason Rulnick of Artnet, 
and an essay by Roberts. Veronia Roberts is currently the Curator of Modern 
and Contemporary Art the Blanton Museum of Art, and previously served as 
the Director of Research for the catalogue raisonné of LeWitt Wall Drawings.

Sol LeWitt: Folds and Rips: 1966–1980, by Swiss curator and author Dieter 
Schwarz, was published in April 2020 by Walther Koenig. The book extensively 
catalogues LeWitt’s Folds and Rips, with an in-depth essay from Schwarz. 


